### #1 - Question & Answer
There are two manufacturers specified for the casework, LSI and TMI. LSI went out of business (they haven’t made casework since 2016). The local distributor for TMI advised that they will not be able to meet your specified completion date. They need 10-12 weeks for fabrication AFTER RECEIPT OF APPROVED SHOP DRAWINGS. Shop drawings typically take about 2-3 weeks to prepare. Please advise if the owner is prepared to extend the completion date accordingly.

Provide AWI Custom Grade Millwork in lieu of the specified Casework. All finish selections will be made from Manufacturer’s readily available plastic laminate + solid surface colors from their full range of products. The project completion date remains unchanged.

### #2 - Question & Answer
Have flooring selections been made. Has anyone check on availability?

All flooring selections are indicated on the Finish Material Legend on Drawing A-102 dated 5/24/18. Carpet selections have been coordinated with Rowan University Standards and are understood to be readily available.

### #3 - Question & Answer
Will we be permitted to work OT hours?

Yes, must be an extension of the work day from this project.

### #4 - Question & Answer
On the drawing you will see that offices 201,202,207 and classroom 204 are showing product descriptions. However, looking on the legend they show as existing to stay category. Kindly advise if these areas are to be replaced or existing to remain.

All four (4) rooms listed above are to receive new finishes as indicated in the “Room Finish Key” associated with each space. For Office 207, ADD the Selective Demolition Note #1 to capture the Removal of Existing Flooring + Wall Base. We find no references to “Existing to Stay Category” noted in the question above.

If you submitted questions to bids@rowan.edu by the due date indicated in the bid document, but they were not received and answered here, please contact:

Robert Yufer  
Office of Contracting & Procurement  
Yufer@rowan.edu  
856.256.4196